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Gale Research Complete  
Product Updates 
 

Platform Enhancements 
New cross-product features and functionality, impacting Gale In Context, Gale OneFile, Gale Literature, 

Gale Primary Sources, and Gale Directory Library. 

 

Gale Business: Insights   
All content and functionality from Business Insights Global have been migrated to Gale Business: 

Insights. The current link to Business Insights Global will be replaced with a link to Gale Business: Insights 

in December 2022. The migration to the new platform provides a familiar look and feel, increased 

accessibility compliance, improved user navigation, and robust research and collaboration tools—and 

allows for easy integration into discovery services, courseware, and management systems.  

Gale Business: Insights makes it easy to access desired information, while offering experienced 

researchers additional context and pathways for deeper understanding of complex business concepts. 

And while Gale Business: Insights will retain all existing Business Insights Global content and 

functionality, the new interface is built around company, industry, and country hubs and is designed to 

facilitate discovery of the rich reference, periodical, and financial content.   

 

Gale In Context 
Gale Health and Wellness 

• New topic pages on infectious diseases in the news, such as Monkeypox, COVID-19, and 
Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV).  

• New topic pages on other common conditions, like Personality Disorders, Strep Throat, and 
Mononucleosis.  

• Updated topic pages on mental health topics, such as Bipolar Depression, Stress, Cyberbullying, 
Teens and Depression, and Cutting (self-harm); health equity topics like Asian American 
Women’s Health and LGBTQ+ Youth and Bullying; and many other topics.  

• Upcoming new and updated content on health care, like Cultural Competence in Health Care, 
Health Insurance, and Telehealth, plus many more topics.  

 
Biography 

• 40 new biography pages in product, with another 10–15 by year-end.   
• Noted people with new pages include entertainers like Mille Bobby Brown, Pete Davidson, and 

Questlove, and politicians like Governor Ron DeSantis, Senator Liz Cheney, and U.S. Secretary of 
Defense Lloyd Austin.  

• Updates to over 170 biography pages, including updates to the royal family of the United 
Kingdom after the death of Elizabeth II, Supreme Court Justices Ketanji Brown Jackson and 
Stephen Breyer, singers Taylor Swift and Meat Loaf, actors Jennifer Lopez and Chris Rock, and 
many more.  
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Environmental Studies  

• New topic pages on Climate Justice, Coral Reef Restoration, and Famine.  
 
Global Issues 

• New topic pages on Global Plastic Waste and Cultural Erasure and Genocide.  
• Almost 60 updated topic pages, from Abortion and Blood Diamonds to Human Trafficking and 

Forced Sterilization.  
• 16 updated country pages, including Mexico, Hong Kong, and France.  
• About 150 new third-party viewpoints, with Gale-added contextual information and critical-

thinking questions.  
 
Opposing Viewpoints 

• New topic pages on current issues like Ableism, Inflation, and Political Polarization.  
• Upcoming topic pages on the Land Back Movement and Neurodiversity.  
• Updated content on over 40 topics, including Abortion, Midterm Elections, Peer Pressure, and 

Domestic Terrorism.  
• Annual major update to Gun Control topic page, one of our most-used topic pages.  
• More of our custom infographics and regularly added viewpoint essays with Gale -created 

critical-thinking questions.  
 

Science 
• New topic page on Monkeypox.  
• Updated topic pages on health and medicine, like Designer Babies, Infectious Diseases, Viruses, 

and Vaccines.  
• Updated topic pages on environmental topics like Fossil Fuels, Glaciers, Ice Ages, and Sea Level 

Change.  
 

U.S. History 
• Updated topic pages on major events, like the Dust Bowl, Valley Forge, and the Salem Witch 

Trials.  
• Updated topic pages on national topics of interest, like Nativism, Censorship, and Citizenship.  
• Updated topic pages on subjects of everyday life, like Circuses, Motion Pictures, Baseball, and 

Horse Racing.  
• Updated National History Day topic page.  

 
World History 

• New country pages on African and Asian countries, like Morocco, the Philippines, and Somalia.  
• Updated topic pages on over 40 topics, like the Mongol Empire, the Renaissance, and the 

European Financial Crisis of 2008–2009.  
 
 

Gale OneFile 
More than 250 titles have been added since July 2022, including a package of over 70 open access and 

hybrid journals from Springer and more than 70 open access journals from Wiley.   

Key title acquisitions include: 
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• News: Full text of over 90 titles in Spanish or Portuguese, including El Pais, Spain’s leading major 

daily (current coverage begins in May 2022, but will ultimately extend back to 2018 as the 

backfile continues to be loaded).  

• Health and Medicine: Aging and Cancer, Animal Models and Experimental Medicine, Journal of 

General and Family Medicine, Journal of Occupational Health, Journal of Public Health and 

Primary Care, Research on Child and Adolescent Psychopathology, and Trends in Psychology.  

• Science and Technology: Æther: A Journal of Strategic Airpower & Spacepower, AI in Civil 

Engineering, Atlantic Geoscience, Conservation Science and Practice, Frontiers of Engineering 

Management, Journal of Meteorological Research, and SAE International Journal of Connected 

and Automated Vehicles.  

• Business and Economics: European Journal of Public Procurement Markets, Executive Snapshot,  

and The Banking & Finance Post. 

• Literature and Humanities: Japan Architectural Review, Journal of Global Postcolonial Studies, 

and Sociologia Internationalis: European Journal for Cultural Research. 

• Spanish/Portuguese language: Diario de México, El Mundo (Spain), El Sol de México, El Vocero 

de Puerto Rico, Folha de São Paulo, Jornal de Negócios (Portugal), Metro Puerto Rico, Reforma 

(Mexico), and Voce (Brazil). 

 

Gale Literature  
Gale Literature Cross-Search 

• New feature! On December 16, 2022, all customers with the Gale Literature cross-search will 
have access to over 400 topic pages. The topic pages provide students with a starting place for a 
diverse set of authors, works, and topics. They provide a concise overview, links to related topic 
pages, and access to related content across the owned or subscribed Literature resources 
belonging to the institution.  

 
Gale Book and Authors 

• Between July and December, we continued to add new titles and read-a-likes to Gale Books and 
Authors. Some highlights of coverage include:  

• Between September and December: added 152 titles selected by subject matter experts 
to support diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) initiatives (in addition to the usual 
content load).   

• Added new Australian and New Zealand titles recommended by our ANZ subject matter 
expert. 

 
Dictionary of Literary Biography  

• Volume 391 released in September, covering Young Adult Novelists, Second Series. 
 
Something About the Author 

• We publish 14 titles in this series annually; nine of those will be published by December 2022.  
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Gale Literature Criticism  

• In September, we implemented a “Related Resources” feature. Researchers who start in Gale 

Literature Criticism and have access to Times Literary Supplement (TLS), will now see related 

results from TLS in the Explore panel on the document page.  

• In October, we added a Series page to Gale Literature Criticism. The Series page provides a way 

to create a bookmark to a specific Literature Criticism series, helping students find content 

directly related to a course they’re studying. Researchers can search within the series from the 

Series page.  

• New content includes:  

o 73 Literature Criticism series volumes that have published or will publish between July 1 

and December 16, 2022.  

o There’s a heavy emphasis on diversity and inclusion, including such entries as:  

▪ Intersectionality in Global Anglophone Literature  

▪ Race in American Comics  

▪ Chick Lit and the Emergence of Postfeminism  

▪ Post-Bellum, Pre-Harlem Literature  

▪ The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas  

▪ My Left Foot by Christy Brown  

▪ Haroldo de Campos  

▪ Octavia Butler  

▪ Carlos Fuentes  

▪ Lu Xun  

▪ Akutagawa Ryūnosuke  

▪ Bapsi Sidhwa  

▪ Ivan Vladislavić  

▪ Jacqueline Woodson  

LitFinder 
• Numerous short stories, plays, and essays are being added to LitFinder each day through literary 

magazines. Also, there will be at least eight new works added between July and December 2022. 
These will focus on works newly in the public domain as well as DEI-related literature and 
history studies. Notable works include:   

• Soldier’s Pay by William Faulkner   
• Enough Rope by Dorothy Parker   
• The Negro Artist and the Racial Mountain by Langston Hughes   
• How Should One Read a Book? by Virginia Woolf   
• Winnie-the-Pooh by A. A. Milne   
• The Church and Prejudice by Frederick Douglass  

 
Literature Diversity Blog Series 

• We continue to publish quarterly to the Literature Diversity blog series to highlight and point 
students to the diverse content their library owns. The latest blog is titled “Discovering Diversity 
in 9/11 Short-Story Fiction.”   

 

https://blog.gale.com/tag/literature-diversity-series/
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Gale Primary Sources 
We’re excited to announce that researchers will soon have the ability to view and link out to related 

articles in Gale eBooks when viewing a document in Archives Unbound. This “Related Resources” feature 

will use a custom algorithm to determine which articles to display from a library’s eBook holdings by 

comparing the full text, subject, and title of the article in view to the institution’s eBooks. When a 

researcher selects an article in the “Related Resources” section of the Explore panel within the 

document view, they’ll be taken directly to the relevant article page in Gale eBooks in a new browser 

tab.  

 

Gale Directory Library  
The following products have received full content updates, and outdated information has been deleted 

where applicable (exceptions noted):  

• Business Ranking Annual  

• Consultants & Consulting Organizations Directory  

• Encyclopedia of Associations: Regional, State, and Local Organizations  

• Government Research Directory  

• International Research Centers Directory  

• Market Share Reporter  

• National Faculty Directory  

• Research Centers Directory  

• Scholarships, Fellowships, and Loans  

• Statistics Sources  

• Ward’s Business Directory  

• Biography and Genealogy Master Index: ~33,000 new and changed records  

• Passenger and Immigration Lists Index: ~45,000 new and changed records  

 

Important Information  
The portal component of Gale World Scholar: Latin America and the Caribbean  will be retired at the end 

of June 2023. Most periodical and reference content currently available in World Scholar will still be 

accessible in other resources, like Gale Academic OneFile and Gale OneFile: Informe Academico as well 

as Gale eBooks. This means users will be able to expand their research on Latin America and the 

Caribbean to other publications within those resources. Please note that a small percentage of index-

only content will no longer be available.  

As part of this update, the archive component of World Scholar: Latin American and the Caribbean will 

be getting a face-lift. The archive will inherit several key new features as part of this transition, including 

an OCR (optical character recognition) panel, greater accessibility conformance, tools such as Topic 

Finder and Term Frequency, and a sleek presentation that brings the archive in-line with other Gale 

primary source content.  
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We’re excited for this new path for Latin American and Caribbean content at Gale , and will share more 

details of its new life as they become available.  

 


